The regulation of the cyclic GMP phosphodiesterase by the GDP-bound form of the alpha subunit of transducin.
The functional interactions of the retinal G protein, transducin, with the cyclic GMP phosphodiesterase (PDE) have been examined using the different purified subunit components of transducin and the native and trypsin-treated forms of the effector enzyme. The limited trypsin treatment of the PDE removes the low molecular weight gamma subunit (Mr approximately 14,000) of the enzyme, yielding a catalytic moiety comprised of the two larger molecular subunits (alpha, Mr approximately 85,000-90,000; beta, Mr approximately 85,000-90,000), which is insensitive to the addition of either the pure alpha T.GTP gamma S species or the pure beta gamma T subunit complex. However, the addition of the pure alpha T.GDP species to the trypsin-treated PDE (tPDE) results in a significant (90-100%) inhibition of the enzyme activity. This inhibition can be reversed by excess beta gamma T, suggesting that the holotransducin molecule does not (functionally) interact with the tPDE. However, the inhibition by alpha T.GDP is not reversed by the alpha T.GTP gamma S complex, over a range of [alpha T.GTP gamma S] which elicits a marked stimulation of the native enzyme activity, suggesting that the activated alpha T species does not effectively bind to the tPDE. The alpha T.GDP complex also is capable of inhibiting the alpha T.GTP gamma S-stimulated cyclic GMP hydrolysis by the native PDE. This inhibition can be reversed by excess alpha T.GTP gamma S, as well as by beta gamma T, indicating that the binding site for the activated alpha T species is in close proximity and/or overlaps the binding site for the alpha T.GDP complex on the enzyme. Overall, these results are consistent with a scheme where (a) both the small and larger molecular weight subunits of PDE participate in alpha T-PDE interactions, (b) the activation of PDE by the alpha T.GTP gamma S (or alpha T.GTP) species does not result in the complete dissociation of the gamma subunit from the enzyme, and (c) the deactivation of this signal transduction system results from a direct interaction between the alpha T.GDP species and the catalytic moiety of the effector enzyme.